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Weight Training For Dummies (Health & Fitness)For Dummies, 2006
When the first edition of Weight Training For Dummies was published, lifting weights was on the verge of becoming a mainstream phenomenon. Women, Baby Boomers, seniors — all these groups were starting to get the message: Hoisting hunks of iron benefits everyone, not just bodybuilders with shoulders wider than the wingspan of a DC-10.
...
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The Talent Code: Greatness Isn't Born. It's Grown. Here's How.Bantam, 2009

	What is the secret of talent? How do we unlock it? In this groundbreaking work, journalist and New York Times bestselling author Daniel Coyle provides parents, teachers, coaches, businesspeople—and everyone else—with tools they can use to maximize potential in themselves and others.

	

	Whether you’re coaching...
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Close-Up and Macro PhotographyFocal Press, 2009
In this exhaustive guide to macro photography, respected author and photographer Adrian Davies takes a comprehensive approach to the subject, covering every aspect of the multi-faceted and often complicated world of close-up photography. 

Everything about Adrian's approach is both practical and diverse, with optimal output always in...
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Commutative Algebra: Expository Papers Dedicated to David Eisenbud on the Occasion of His 65th BirthdaySpringer, 2013

	This contributed volume brings together the highest quality expository papers written by leaders and talented junior mathematicians in the field of Commutative Algebra. Contributions cover a very wide range of topics, including core areas in Commutative Algebra and also relations to Algebraic Geometry, Algebraic Combinatorics, Hyperplane...
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The Marine Corps Way: Using Maneuver Warfare to Lead a Winning OrganizationMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Perhaps the preeminent conventional fighting force in the world, the United States Marine Corps owes much of its modern-day success to the adoption of a combat philosophy known as maneuver warfare. Maneuver warfare uses speed, surprise, and concentrated force to exploit an opponent’s weakness and enables the Marines to achieve maximum...
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Creating Photomontages with Photoshop: A Designer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
The book takes nine projects from ordinary pictures to artistic presentations.  Each project follows a different artist's design and thought processes, which is really pretty cool - it is effectively nine different authors rolled into one book.   
 
This is not so much a tutorial as it is an artistic guide.  Unlike the traditional...
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Hundred Percenters:  Challenge Your Employees to Give It Their All, and They'll Give You Even MoreMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Push employees to their full potential with “tough love” leadership!


	“Provides the tools managers need to take ‘average’ employees and create a culture of accountable, fully engaged people. Managers will learn to recognize their leadership style and understand how they, too, can become Hundred...
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Exposure Photo WorkshopJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	New and updated techniques for working with exposure


	Exposure involves a variety of skills, but once mastered, can turn a hobbyist into a bona fide photographer. This hands-on resource dissects the components of exposure?ISO, aperture, shutter speed?and shows how they work together to capture the photographer?s vision....
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Free Will: Historical and Analytic PerspectivesPalgrave Macmillan, 2021

	
		This novel contributed volume advances the current debate on free will by bridging the divide between analytic and historically oriented approaches to the problem. With thirteen chapters by leading academics in the field, the volume is divided into three parts: free will and determinism, free will and indeterminism, and free will and...
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Time-Saver Standards for Architectural Design DataMcGraw-Hill, 1997

	In preparing this the Seventh edition, the first revision in more than a dozen years, the editors were challenged in many respects. This is evident in the fact that the volume has been almost entirely rewritten, with new articles by over eighty authors. It is also evident in its new format and contents, expanded to include...
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Data Visualization: a successful design processPackt Publishing, 2012

	This book will benefit anyone who wants to discover effective, attractive ways to visually analyze and communicate data. With no special knowledge required, it's an inspirational guide that teaches through examples and illustration.

	
		A portable, versatile and flexible data visualization design approach that will help...
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Rethinking Sales Management: A Strategic Guide for PractitionersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Until recently, sales managers received no specific training for their jobs. However, selling has become more complex with the emergence of regulations and more sophisticated customers. Sales managers need to inspire and achieve sales results by managing teams of professionals and other resources. To do so, they need guidance on dealing with...
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